We show that extreme orbits, trajectories that connect local maximum and minimum values of one dimensional maps, play a major role in the parameter space of dissipative systems dictating the organization for the windows of periodicity, hence producing sets of shrimp-like structures. Here we solve three fundamental problems regarding the distribution of these sets and give: (i) their precise localization in the parameter space, even for sets of very high periods; (ii) their local and global distributions along cascades; and (iii) the association of these cascades to complicate sets of periodicity. The extreme orbits are proved to be a powerful indicator to investigate the organization of windows of periodicity in parameter planes. As applications of the theory, we obtain some results for the circle map and perturbed logistic map. The formalism presented here can be extended to many other different nonlinear and dissipative systems.
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After the seminal paper of Arnold [1] discussing the organization of the Arnold tongues, the interest and hence the understanding of windows of periodicity surrounded by chaotic regions in parameter planes has increased significantly. Thanks to the advances and contributions of Gallas [2] , defining the shrimp-like terminology in parameter planes of dissipative systems, the subject becomes popular and many different important results were obtained [3] [4] [5] [6] . More advances including also spirals structures [7, 8] , these characterized via Lyapunov exponents, were also discussed [9, 10] . The interest goes beyond the theoretical investigation and a recent experimental confirmation of such structures was discussed by Stoop et al. [11] .
The complexity for a continuous set of periodic structure in parameter space can be described by using bifurcation theory [12] . However, this theory fails to explain the collective scenario, excluding Shilnikov systems since the spirals observed in the parameter planes of such systems are produced via homoclinic bifurcations [13] [14] [15] . There are indeed infinite cascades of complex structures scattered over the parameter space [16] [17] [18] . In regions of quasiperiodicity, where the system is invertible, the organization of the Arnold tongues can be understood by the number theory [1] . However, there are few and limited explanations of the periodicity for the majority of shrimps observed inside of chaotic regions. A discussion regarding the period-adding cascades can be found in Refs. [19] [20] [21] while, Lorenz [22] , in his last paper, discussed a local organization for such structures in the Hénon map. Nevertheless, the scenario of the periodic regions is completely different from one system to the other, therefore being an open problem. As a main goal of given a full explanation of this open problem, a new approach and description is necessary to explore the global organization of complexity of such periodic structures in the parameter space. Our approach discussing the role of the extreme orbits fills this lack.
To investigate the organization of periodic structures, including shrimp-like ones, in the parameter plane, we introduce extreme orbits which are limited orbits that eventually compose superstable orbits (periodic orbits with very high stability). In such plane, extreme orbits occur along curves that are able to find points where complex sets are formed due the crossing between superstable curves: Extreme curves are also crossing in these special interception points. We show that cascades of periodicity sets follow these extreme curves in any scale of the parameter space, bringing to light the full organization of complex sets of periodicity and shrimps.
Extreme orbits in one dimensional maps
Consider a general map
with 2 or more parameters and
where [23] . Therefore, considering the first term F (x n ) of the sequence of products, given by t = 0 in Eq. (2), we conclude that superstable orbits contain, at least, one of the solu-
Equation (3) 
If an extreme point is part of a periodic orbit, then it is a su-
). For i = j, there is a superstable orbit when k 1 and k 2 -extreme orbits,
), respectively, occur at the same time, since
In this case, the superstable orbit has period k 1 + k 2 .
In planar spaces of parameter, a general extreme orbit describes curves called extreme curves. According to the later discussion, for x * i = x * j a k-extreme curve (set of parameters for which a k-extreme orbit exists) is a k-superstable curve. It is well known that when two superstable curves are crossing each other with a same superstable orbit, the parameter space changes drastically and a complex set of periodicity takes place in the surrounded region [7, 11, 24] . Our interest is to find how these complex sets of periodicity are organized in the parameter space. To do this, we follow k 1 and k 2 -extreme curves wherein
perstable orbit is formed at each crossing point of these curves. Note that this superstable orbit is associated to both
, respectively. Therefore, this crossing point is also crossing two (k 1 + k 2 )-superstable curves associated to x * i and x * j and a complex set of periodicity is identified. As an application of the extreme curves theory we present two examples, an autonomous and a non-autonomous system, respectively, the circle map and the time perturbed logistic map.
The circle map
The circle map is given by [1] 
where p ∈ Z. Given there are infinite solutions, we focus in low values of p, starting the study with p = 0. Therefore, the extreme curves are characterized by orbits wherein 
where the positive (negative) solution is the superstable curve related to x * +(−) corresponding to the red (black) dashed line in Fig. 1(a) . According to Eq. (7), both curves join each other at (m, l) = (0, 1), identified by the lower white ring in Fig. 1(a) . Some previous results about superstable curves in the sine map are found in [25] . On the other hand, the case where x * + = F (x * − ) and 
The time perturbed logistic map
The time perturbed logistic map is written as [26, 27] 
where, here, the subscript indicates the signal of b and
Then, a k-extreme curve is a k-superstable curve for even values of k. The 1-extreme curve is obtained substituting x * ± in x n and x n+1 of Eq. (9), yielding in
These curves are shown in Fig. 2(b) labeled as (1) − (blue curve) and (1) + (cyan curve) for x * − and x * + , respectively. The number inside of the parenthesis identifies the 1-extreme orbit.
The 2-extreme curve is a 2-superstable curve, since k is even, and can be obtained considering the second iteration of system (9), with
. (13) Applying the superstability condition x n+2 = x n = x * ± to Eq. (12),
. The 2-superstable curves are obtained varying u to determine v and taking these values to Eq. (13). Fig. 2(a) shows the 2-superstable curves (dashed red lines).
The 3-extreme curves are obtained substituting x * ± in x n and x n+3 in the map resulted after the third iteration of system (9) . The parameters R and are determined by Eqs. (13) where now,
The 3-extreme curves are obtained changing q, to calculate u and v, and substituting in Eqs. (13) . These curves are shown in Computing the analytical results we can verify, by a direct analysis of Eq. (11) , that the 1-extreme curves (1) ± intercept each other at (R, ) = (2, 0). This is the same point where the two 2-superstable curves intersect, as can be verified both analytically, for u = 2 (which implies v = 2) in Eqs. (13), and numerically, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Finally, considering q = 1 2 in Eqs. (14) to calculate u and v and, substituting in Eqs. (13), we obtain that the curves (3) + and (3) − are also crossing the point (R, ) = (2, 0).
Consequently, a superstable orbit of period 6 is formed. Since a period 2 orbit is also periodic of 6 iterations, the results are in total agreement with the discussion in section 1. For the same reason, all extreme orbits cross this point [see Fig. 2(b) for some examples].
When two extreme orbits (k 1 ) ± and (k 2 ) ∓ intercept each other, a period k = (k 1 + k 2 )-superstable orbit is observed. In Fig. 2(b) , periodic regions are highlighted in colors and the curves (1) − and (3) + intersect each other in a region of periodicity 4 (1 + 3 of the two 1-and 3-extreme curves), exactly in the same point where the superstable curves are crossing each other in Fig. 2(a) . The same is true for the intersections between curves (3) − and (5) − with the curve (3) + . An enlargement of region A shown in Fig. 2(a) produces Figs. 3(a) and (b) . Here, one sees that the curve (3) + gives the organization of the periodic regions in this cascade. The interception of the curves (3) + and (5) − happens exactly in the periodic region with period 8 (blue region). The extreme curves (7) − and (3) + produce a periodic region with period 10 [green region in Fig. 3(b) ]. The important result, confirmed in our simulations, is that the interception of two extreme curves with different initial conditions always produces a periodic region. Such observation can be continually confirmed noticing the interception between curve correspond to an enlargement of region A of Fig. 2(a) .
(3) + with curves (9) − and (11) − , which show the position of periodic regions with periods 12 and 14. Many other extreme orbits exist in the parameter space, however we decided to show only these curves. The remarkable conclusion is that extreme curves are not limited to organize cascades, but they introduce the topological characteristic of the superstable orbits in the whole cascade. In this case, all superstable orbits have incorporated in their trajectories the 3-extreme orbit.
The curves (3) + and (3) − in Fig. 2(b) intercept each other in the periodic region with period 6. An enlargement of region B from Fig. 2(a) shows it in details, as can be seen from Figs. 4(a) and (b). At this figure, one sees that (3) + and (3) − align different cascades of periodic regions. (9) + and (9) − , as expected, intercept each other at the same point of (3) + and (3) − , and also align some cascades. These cascades of complicate structures of periodicity are largely observed without connection between them [16, 17, 20, 29] . Here, the 9-extreme orbits associate clearly these cascades with the shrimp characterized by period 6 [brown region in Fig. 4(b) ] in the same way as the cascades organized by (3) + are associated with the complicate set of periodicity 2 shown in Fig. 2(b) .
In Figs. 4(c) and (d), which are an enlargement of the rectangle shown in Fig. 4(a) , it is shown with details the cascades that curves (3) + and (9) − create. An important result here is to observe in Fig. 4(d) that the interception of curves (9) − (blue line) and (15) − (orange line) does not generate the center of a periodic region, it is intercepting only one superstable curve with periodicity 6 (15 − 9) (brown region). To explain this, consider that
) and we conclude
Summary and conclusions
Sets of periodicity that are continuously connected (where the periodic orbit changes smoothly) can be identified by the crossing of superstable curves as shrimps connected along spirals [10] . This is different for discrete (non-connected) sets of periodicity. For this case, we have shown that extreme orbits play a major role in the organization of periodic structures in the parameter space of onedimensional dissipative mappings. Firstly, they localize accurately a complex structure of periodicity, even for high period orbits. They also highlight where complicate periodic regions exist giving the directions of cascades of periodic regions and exposing their global distribution in the parameter space. The extreme curves give the possibility to understand deeper the organization of periodicity. Here we connect two cascades organized by 9-extreme orbits with a shrimp via a crossing the 3-extreme orbits. Therefore, the presented discussion is an important tool to investigate both global and local organizations of complex structures of peri- odicity in parameter space. As applications, the circle map and also a time perturbed logistic map were studied. It is worth to comment that there are systems where complicate sets of periodicity do not show intersections between superstable curves, commonly in higher dimension [5] , which is an obstacle in applying the concept of extreme orbits. However, the scenario around these sets has several similarities with the ones described here.
